into battle
In this peaceful country, governed by public opinion, democracy
and Parliament, we were not as thoroughly prepared at the outbreak
as this Dictator State whose whole thought was bent upon the
preparation for war. Everyone knows how far better organised
we are now, and how much stronger our defences of all kinds are,
than at the beginning of the war. We have striven hard to make
the most of the time of preparation that has been gained, and there
is no doubt that an enormous advance has been made both in the
protection of the civil population and in the punishment which
would be inflicted upon the raiders, Not only have our Air Defences
and shelters been substantially improved, but our Armies at home
and abroad, which are now very large, are steadily maturing in
training and in quality, and the whole preparation of our munition
industries under the spell of war has rolled forward with gathering
momentum. Therefore I feel I was right in saying in one of my
earliest broadcasts that if we reached the Spring without any
interruption of our sea-borne trade, and without anything happening
on land or in the air, we should, in fact, have gained the opening
campaign of the war.
We cannot, however, place in the field immediately the great
armies which we need, and which we are determined to form, and
for which millions of eager men stand ready. We have to increase
very largely our manufacture of munitions and equipment of all
kinds. The immense plants and factories needed can only gradually
come into full production. We are of course much further ahead
than we were at this time in the last war, and, guided by the
experiences of that war, we ought to make far more rapid progress.
But we have to make a huge expansion of our labour force, and
especially of those capable of performing skilled or semi-skilled
operations. Here we must specially count for aid and guidance
upon our Labour colleagues and Trade Union leaders. I can speak
with some knowledge about this, having presided over the former
Ministry of Munitions in its culminating phase. Millions of new
workers will be needed, and more than a million women must come
boldly forward into our war industry—into the shell-plants and
munition works, and into the aircraft factories.
If Trade Unionists, from patriotic or international motives, lay
aside for the duration of the war any of the special craft usages
which they have so carefully built up, they need have no fear that
these will not be fully restored to them after the war is won. Nearly
a million women were employed in the last war in 1918 under the
Ministry of Munitions. They did all kinds of things that no one
had ever expected them to do before, and they did them very well.
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